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ABSTRACT
Health is a familiar component for policy makers around the globe. Health services are provided in different qualities and quantities. The effect of complementary insurance and health care services to vulnerable individuals such as chemical victims and accurate identification of their needs and physician induced demand is a critical issue. This study was conducted to address the effect of complementary insurance on induced demand among 25% or more chemical veterans in Nesar-e-Deerheh village, in Kermanshah province, in the first half of 2009. A cross-sectional study was performed in the first half of 2009. Data were collected through a two-part questionnaire, interview with veterans (n=300), general practitioners (n=8) and specialists (n=12). The validity of the questionnaire was verified by obtaining expert opinions of non-contracting specialist and general practitioners, insurance officers, and university professors. Data were analyzed by descriptive tests using the SPSS software. All primary care services were provided free of charge by three general hospitals, two laboratories and three specialist pharmacies and all individuals were covered by complementary insurance. Sixty percent of veterans stated that they visited a specialist only to make sure that they are not sick and that they required check-up tests like CT scanning and etc. According to pharmacists, 85% of prescribed medications lack a therapeutic rationale. According to 44% of patients, general practitioners were more likely to prescribe expensive medications and 38% of patients stated that general practitioners sensitize them to check their health by various treatments and repeated visits. The fact that care is provided free of charge has created this attitude among some that they should make the most of the service as long as physician visits, medication and facilities are available freely. Induced demand can be largely reduced by changing patient attitude, wise use of insurance and more strict supervision of contracting physicians.
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dentists. Eventually additional data were gathered by reviewing the medical books, random observation and study of family drug basket and interview with 300 veterans. The objective of study was completely explained to the participants and finally all participants who had been offered an unusual option by the care provider entered the study. The validity of the study was verified by obtaining the expert opinions of contracting generalists and specialists, insurance experts and university professors. Data were analyzed by the SPSS software using descriptive statistics.

Results

There were 190 female veterans and 110 male veterans. Table 1 shows the age distribution of the studied individuals.

Table 1- Age and sex distribution of chemical veterans under study

Table 2- Supplier –induced demand on veterans by age

The researchers tried to gather some data about demand induced by specialists, pharmacists, and generalists through interview with veterans of different age; these data are shown in table 2.

As shown by table 2, there has been no incident of demand induced by laboratories. However in the age group of 30-40, that comprises 71 patients who all visited a physician at least once during the study period, generalists induced the highest amount of demand. Similar results were stated by other age groups. The highest rate of induced demand belonged to generalists (92%) followed by specialists (58.6%) and pharmacists (38.3%, through sale of surplus medicinal and hygienic products) (table1).

As stated by participants, in some cases veterans visited the physician for such simple reasons as common cold or backache, but suffered other conditions due to prescription of unnecessary medications and the special condition that veterans have. Some participants declare that a number of physicians force them to continue follow up by demanding unnecessary testing, emphasis on further visits and underscoring trivial illnesses that the patients has previously experienced (some state that specialists did not prescribe any medication at all in some instances). Others state that in case they did not refer to contracting specialists for persistent follow up the therapeutic method would be very different from that presented by non-contracting specialists. According to the veterans interviews, pharmacy personnel would sell them unnecessary items such as cold medication, bandage, cough syrup, tooth brush, ointments or even shampoo despite they stated no need for those items.

On the other hand, 34.4% of veterans requested medications that were unnecessary. For other services the percentage is as follows: 52.1% for laboratory testing, 6.2% for CT scanning, 11% for MRI, 1.7% for Cesarean delivery, 6.5% for physiotherapy, 20.3% for medical certificate, 13.8% for tooth polishing, and 4 for unnecessary tooth filling. These demands were induced by veterans on care providers of all levels. (figure 1).

Figure 1- Veteran-induced demand on care providers in Nesar-e- deereh village in the first half of 2009

Conclusion

In an article named “costly diagnoses and the challenges of the health system”, in 2009, Rashidian introduces a number of problems including lack of decision making system for insurances, unfair physical distribution of medical facilities, lack of data regarding complementary insurance coverage for limited diagnostic services, the problem of direct pay by patient, independence of diagnostic and imaging centers for more income and the tendency of patients to use their services, advertisement and in cases exaggeration by clinical and paraclinical centers.

On the other hand, it should be noted that in the majority of cases, care providers and especially doctors, induce demand in an effort to improve quality of care. This should be studied thoroughly and resolved by proper measures. For instance, induced demand may be due to deficient skill or knowledge that can be corrected simply. The reverse is also true i.e. demand induced by veterans can also be due to lack of adequate knowledge regarding their condition. As mentioned before, constant assessment of demand and supply and reason of repeated visits by veterans can dramatically reduce induced demand.

Gritten and Sorensen published a study in 2001 that addressed the competition by governmental and contracting physicians in Norway. They concluded that physicians who received per case payments were more likely to induce demand (7); this can be in line with the findings of this study.

In a study named “estimation of the function of insurance demand; case study: Iran Insurance Company” in 2007, Hadian mentions that the most important factors determining demand in these insurances are expected per capita health cost income and expected inflation rate.

Point and cyclic average of income elasticity of demand has been estimated at 7 and 0.08 percents, respectively and shows that complementary insurance has a very limited income elasticity. Expected elasticity of health costs is estimated at 0.2% that confirms the limited elasticity of demand for complementary insurance. The results are in general agreement with the results of the present study (8).

In the light of differences in health needs among individuals and on the other hand the mixing of financial motivations and false demands a solid framework is expected for the patients and providers to use complementary insurances correctly around the world. Our recommendations include improvement of attitude and knowledge, use of electronic cards, grading of patients with complementary insurance, and evaluation of physicians and paraclinical personnel using modern methods.

Table 1: Distribution of chemical veterans based on age and sex in the first half of 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>30-40 years old</th>
<th>41-50 years old</th>
<th>51-60 years old</th>
<th>60 and above</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Induced demand from chemical veterans from physicians and health delivers in first half of 2009
Table 2: Induced demand from health delivers on veterans based on age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>induced demand age</th>
<th>Professional physician</th>
<th>Pharmacy</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>General physician</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>percent</td>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-60</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 and above</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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